Tekskil Tally Displays
Is your talent effectively cued when they go on-air?
Tekskil offers three different tally displays to satisfy your tally requirements, no matter what camera or switcher
tally protocol requires. From our basic LED array Program Tally to our more sophisticated TallyCAM© or
FloorMANAGER© Tekskil offers exactly what you need at a price you can afford. And because Tekskil Tally
Displays are hardwired, there is no photo sensor to fall off the camera at the most inopportune time.
The TA90 Tally Light is a three LED array mounted to the front
of Tekskil’s prompter monitor. Highly visible to the Talent
immediately below the prompt text, this configuration provides
instantaneous ‘on-air’ information. This is our most economical
and popular single stage tally solution.
Current models of production and master control switchers provide
dual stage tally - ‘Next Up’ (Preview Buss) and ‘On-Air’ (Program
Buss) tally indicators. Tekskil’s TallyCAM© expands the capability of
dual mode tally with twin LED bar displays (Amber and Red)
coupled with an easy to read Camera ID (selectable 1-19). All
indicators are individually dimmable for the utmost in user control.

Is your talent aware of the time remaining for a spot?
Do you have an easy way to communicate to your talent?
Would visual program messaging benefit your studio?
Tekskil’s TA40 FloorMANAGER© is a multi-function talent
support system that provides the talent with critical information
– Dual State Tally, Camera ID, Count-up / Count-down Timer,
Clock, Floor Direction and adhoc messaging. With more and
more stations moving to robotic camera systems, camera
operators and floor directors aren’t available to cue the talent.
The TA40 provides the Production Manager an unprecedented
level of flexibility to communicate to the talent on the studio
floor.
The TA40 is a high brightness, high resolution letter-box
display which mounts to the bottom of the prompter. The
control room controls the TA40 over the studio network –
real-time latency-free operation. Hundreds of canned
messages can be selected on the fly and displayed
instantly on the screen. Each display can be addressed
individually – think of how powerful this device will be in
your studio. Tekskil Apps are available to support control
from a laptop, smart phone, tablet and can pull data from
any device on your Network. And because each TA40 has a unique address, every FloorMANAGER© can
either be displaying different information as required or all ganged together displaying the same information.
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